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Abstract

Usability quality attribute is one of the important quality attributes because it is a basic need for end-user stakeholder. Usability provides the ease of use and learnability to end user. Usability is very useful quality attribute of software architecture and architect should remember about usability aspect. Usability aspect means such type of software architecture which provides the learnability, memorability and performance. In this paper we discuss software architecture design based on usability aspect. Usability is necessary for end-users and business stakeholders. We measure and evaluate the usability through one of the mathematical equations. For the selection of usability aspect, or to evaluate the highest usability score in different architecture designs, we have taken the questionnaire from technical persons on the basis of nonfunctional requirements or sub-characteristics of usability quality attributes such as learnability, memorability and performance. Then finally we calculate the usability score.

Index Terms: Architecture design, Learnability, Quality Attributes, Software Architecture and Usability.

1. Introduction

Usability aspect is the basic need of end-users as they all need the various usability aspects like user interface, look and feel, learnability, memorability and quick response (like performance). Learnability, the proposed system in one way or the other viz., end users, developers, maintenance engineers, architects, business people etc. Their expectations and requirements are converted into functional and non-functional requirements of the proposed system. However, sometimes architect gets confused with the requirements. Functional attributes anyhow can be determined easily, but determination of quality attributes requirement is difficult. Architect thinks in different scenarios. In this paper a hypothetical mathematical equivalent method [7] is proposed, in which the appropriate result through architecture design score is determined.
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2. Related Work

4+1 is a view model designed by Philippe Kruchten for describing the architecture of software-intensive systems, based on the use of multiple, concurrent views. The views are used to describe the system from the viewpoint of different stakeholders, such as end-users, developers and project managers. The four views of the model are logical, development, process and physical view. In addition selected use cases or scenarios are utilized to the architecture serving as the ‘plus one’ view. This model is useful for functional requirements and non-functional requirements. We can say, the industry uses this model for testing of non-functional requirements with functional requirements.

In all the four views of the model logical, development, process and physical view, the ability of particular quality attributes is checked. Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) [3], Software architecture Analysis Method (SAAM) fail to quantitatively analyze software architecture structures based on quality attributes. The proposed method creates a support framework using Analytical Hierarchy Process for comparison of different software architectural structures for a specific software quality attribute. Moreover, given a prioritization of quality attributes for the software system, or a part thereof, the most suitable software architecture structure can be indicated using the created framework.

3. Proposed Quality requirement of usability

Quality requirement of usability specifies criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system, rather than specific behaviors. This should be contrasted with functional requirements that define specific behavior or functions. The plan for implementing functional requirements is described in the system design. The quality requirements that we have considered are as follows:

1) **Learnability**: To understand any system by an end-user, system must be learnable, otherwise usability will get decreased.
2) **Memorability**: System should be developed in such a manner that it can be memorized easily so that end-user is comfortable with it.
3) **Performance**: Whenever any end-user sends a request, quick response is needed. Response can be in the form of output, error message or waiting.

4. Scenarios

A scenario is a description of a person’s interaction with a system. Scenarios help to focus on design efforts on the user’s requirements, which are distinct from technical or business requirements. Scenarios may be related to ‘use cases’, which describe interactions at a technical level. Unlike use cases, however, scenarios can be understood by people who do not have any technical background. They are therefore suitable for use during participatory design activities.

In the proposed approach scenarios as software design are taken. Scenarios are widely used by organizations of all types to understand different ways that future events might unfold. Scenario planning or scenario analysis is a complex business process related to future studies.

5. Proposed work and result

The series of steps involved in the selection process are as follows:

(i). Identify stakeholder’s quality requirement.
(ii). Normalization.
(iii). Identify the quality attributes score from technical stakeholders.
(iv). Calculating the score of software architecture design with hypothetical equivalence approach.
(v). Selection of the Architecture design through mathematical approach.

(i). Identify stakeholder’s quality requirement -

For developing any type of software application, there is a need of some quality attributes, also a lot of stakeholders are involved and every stakeholder’s requirements addressed the quality attributes. In table 1, we illustrate the quality requirements needed by the various stakeholders. Manager thinks about the cost, team size (man power) and time, Technical person requires the quality attributes such as Maintainability, Reliability and Reusability and End - user requires Learnability, Memorability and Performance.

Table 1. Quality requirement of stakeholders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Quality Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Person</td>
<td>Maintainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-User</td>
<td>Learnability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Quality Attribute score from Stakeholder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture Designer</th>
<th>Technical person1 (v1)</th>
<th>Technical person2 (v2)</th>
<th>Technical person3 (v3)</th>
<th>Technical person4 (v4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality Attribute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnability (w1)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorability (w2)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance (w3)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>35w1+35w2+30w3</td>
<td>40w1+20w2+40w3</td>
<td>65w1+25w2+10w3</td>
<td>60w1+35w2+5w3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii). Normalization

When aggregating quality attributes that have different units of measurement, normalization is a common way to eliminate the problem. During normalization, the lowest range value is usually taken as 0 and the highest range value as 100.

(iii). Identify the quality attributes score from technical stakeholders

The end-user (client) stakeholder firstly meets with the manager and technical person stakeholder and has told the requirements of that project or problem. Architect gathers the requirements from end users. On the basis of understanding of the problem, Technical stakeholders who are the architecture designers, collectively decide that which quality attribute should be present in what percentage. The technical person is expert on his field, so that the organization can put questionnaire from them. But view of all experts might have some conflict; in that case best architecture design is determined.

For that purpose the four Architecture designers for usability illustrated in table 2. The table 2 is created between architecture designers and quality attributes. In this table technical person keeps his view in terms of quality attributes. The technical persons have created the architecture design according to quality attribute score. The quality attributes have normalized in 0 to 100, and total score should not be greater or less than 100.

(iv). Calculating the score of software architecture design with hypothetical equivalence approach
The hypothetical equivalence approach determines the attribute weights using a set of preferences rather than selecting weights arbitrarily based on intuition or experience. The approach is based on developing a set of hypothetical alternatives that the decision maker is indifferent between. In other words, it is based on identifying hypothetical alternatives that have equal value to the decision maker. The approach is best illustrated through the use of an example: Consider the group of technical persons and their three quality attributes of interest viz., Performance, Learnability and Memorability. However, the technical person’s group can also consider other pertinent metrics for design quality viz., cohesion and coupling. At times, the quality attributes chosen by the group may be conflicting and this would be reflected in the architecture’s support for quality. Four hypothetical architecture Design (Technical person1, Technical person2, Technical person3, and Technical person4), values are prepared and presented to the group as in Table 2.

The group of architecture designers feel that technical person1 is equivalent to technical person2, and technical person3 is equivalent to technical person4. Total score as given in table 2 result in the following equations:

\[35w_1+35w_2+30w_3 = 40w_1+20w_2 +40w_3\]  
\[65w_1+25w_2 + 10w_3 = 60w_1 + 35w_2 + 5w_3\]

The normalization equation is

\[w_1 + w_2 + w_3 = 1\]

By solving the three equations, we got the weights which are fixed as:

\[w_1 = 0.33, w_2 = 0.33, \text{ and } w_3 = 0.34\]

Hence, the weight of preference is 0.33 for learnability, 0.33 for memorability and 0.34 for maintainability. Similarly weight of preference for the quality attributes of the roles viz., Manager and end-user are computed.

(v). Selection of the Architecture design through mathematical approach

For all candidate architectures, the quality attribute values of each group are normalized using the corresponding strength of preference graphs. As an example, quality attributes of the group of technical persons are normalized and tabulated in Table 3. The total score of each of the architectures is computed by aggregation of the row values. Before aggregation, the row values have to be multiplied by their corresponding weights. Similarly, Value Tables for the other groups viz., User and Manager are constructed.

The value table of each of the groups is examined and the total score of each of the architectures is aggregated to obtain the score of architectures design:

Total score of

\[\text{Architecture Design Score} = \sum_{i=1}^{I} (w_i \times v_i)\]

Here,
\[i= \text{initialized by I}\]
Where
\[w_i = \text{Weight of the particular attribute in}\]
\[v_i = \text{Value of the attribute}\]
From table 3, it is assumed that different architecture designers propose different architecture designs. Technical person 1 proposes architecture design 1, technical person 2 proposes architecture design 2 and so on. Architecture Design Score is illustrated in table 4. Architecture designer select the architecture design. From the table 4, it is evident that architecture design 4 gives the maximum satisfaction to the stakeholders. From hypothetical equivalence approach [7] architecture design 4 provides maximum satisfaction for usability.

Table 3. Architecture Design Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Attribute</th>
<th>Technical person1 (v1)</th>
<th>Technical person2 (v2)</th>
<th>Technical person3 (v3)</th>
<th>Technical person4 (v4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learnability (w1 = 0.33)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorability (w2 = 0.33)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance (w3 = 0.34)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total score</td>
<td>35w1+35w2+30w3= 33.3</td>
<td>40w1+20w2+40w3= 33.4</td>
<td>65w1+25w2+10w3 = 33.1</td>
<td>60w1+35w2+10w3= 34.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 contains the results scores between different types of architecture design in which data is given by technical person. Then Architecture design1 has got 33.3, architecture design 2 got 33.4, architecture design 3 got 33.1, architecture design 4 got 34.75. Figure 2 is same as Figure 1 but in this figure red color point denotes maximum score of architecture design. It also shows architecture design 4 has got maximum score 34.75. Now architecture design 4 for usability which is prepared by technical person 4 has got maximum score, it means that architecture design 4 has highest usability score. Table 4 illustrates architecture design scores.

Table 4. Final Architecture Design Score for Usability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture Design</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Design1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Design2</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Design3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Design4</td>
<td>34.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In figure 1, it has shown the score of all type architecture design, architecture design 1, architecture design 2, architecture design 3 and architecture design 4.

In figure 2, it is illustrated the maximum score in all four architecture design, finally architecture design 4 has got maximum score. It means that for particular problem, usability is best in architecture design 4.

In figure 3, It is shown that how any software product fails if it does not support the usability aspect. Figure 3 also shows that software product does not provide good user interface, learnability, performance, look and feel. From above reason end-user is not interested to use a particular software product. This will cause a big loss to business stakeholders.
6. Implementation Approach

We have developed a form in which technical persons can fill their views in terms of quality attributes. After that it submits on database. This form is illustrated in figure 5. Then we calculate the program and result displays the architecture score. This is illustrated in Figure 6.

To get the result as illustrated in figure 6, we have developed a class to solve the equations but they can be solved manually too. It means that this program is specific. Finally we get result; architecture design 4 has got maximum score in usability. In usability design for particular problem, the quality attribute score should be learnability (60%), memorability (35%) and performance (10%).

Figure 4 shows the increment life of software product. It also illustrates that the usability aspects are supported in a particular software product. End-users are interested to use such a software product. So business stakeholders will get high profit.
Choosing an architecture that satisfies the quality attribute requirements is vital to the success of any software architecture. Nonetheless, the requirements that will shape the architecture design are the quality attribute requirements. We identify stakeholder’s quality requirements and also identity the quality attributes score from technical stakeholders. Here we have proposed the Architecture design selection approach for usability, it has very simple process and it is easy to find the architecture design which is suitable for usability quality attribute. This method gives response faster than 4+1 view architecture. We get the architecture design rank with the mathematical hypothetical equivalence approach. According to usability score we get architecture design rank, and with the help of rank, we get the best architecture design.

In future, we should research for software architecture design selection with cost benefit analysis methods. The usability rank is obtained through the non-functional requirement. In future we should work with functional requirements also.
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